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Blurring the border
between art
and neuroscience.

Who are we?
An international group of artist-scientists
studying and researching neuroscience in
Berlin. A community, with varied perspectives on the intersections between art and
neuroscience.
Scientists often see the technical landscape of their experiments and clinical
work through abstract visualizations and
blends of other sensory experiences.
EDGE urges neuroscientists, artists, and
the public to humanize the scientist and
to explore the border or lack thereof between the fields.
The multimedia exhibitions at the heart
of what EDGE is, show art from and of
neuroscience labs, their members, their
motivations, and the research findings, to
bridge the divide between the lab bench
and the outside world.
The exhibition of summer 2019 is held in
two locations; one a scientific research
institute, and the other a disused power
station. These seemingly conceptually opposed places also represent an unknown,
both the underground art scenes and
research laboratories seem exclusive. Yet
these are now linked by a common theme

to viewers, and one we rather encourage
investigation of. After all -we all have a
brain!
Presenting the multimedia pieces are 12
artists of diverse backgrounds, reflected
in their unique styles. In the future we
hope to continue widening our collaborations to include more stakeholders in
neuroscientific processes. We hope that
through art, we can connect to a wider community, educate and share with
creativity, humanise the scientific and
research process, and engage with the
public through art. Creating, educating
and sharing.
But most of all we hope you enjoy!
Lots of Love, your EDGE organisers,
Tatiana Lupashina, Amelia Young
Ian Erik Stewart, Corinna Kühnapfel,
Emma Damiani

www.edge-neuro.art / www.facebook.com/createneuart
twitter: edge_neuro / instagram: edge_neuroscience_art

EDGE is proudly sponsored by:

Joana Seabra

The body of work developed explores identity related
issues through painting and photography. The notion
of “self” is the protagonist - an exploration of what is to
perform as oneself is approached by bringing into play
actions of masking, revealing, distorting and editing the
body and face. These pieces display concepts of performance of the self (not only as an actor but also as viewer),

gender performance, and interpersonal relationships.
Given the self is a central question in neuroscientific
research, my work intends to add components of neuroscience into the previous work. This includes graphical
elements such as representation of brain waves by EEG
recording, or the depiction of laboratorial equipment,
changing its context.”

Timothy Houtman, David de Segovia, Esma Betül
Savaş, Vera Sale, Finn Ross, Henri Zeiseler
Students of Behavioral Science and Psychology

A Day in the Brain. Our brains are active all day, every
day. Even though there is still a lot to discover about
the activational patterns and how they relate to brain
function, neuroscience has brought some insights on
what might be going on. When we are running, studying,
or sleeping, our minds enter different mental states that
alter our conscious experience of the world. It is thought
that each mental state can be mapped onto our brains by
combining multiple different brain networks. This artwork

combines visual and auditory representations of how
networks may be activated when we engage in specific
activities. The 3D animated image of the brain shows
what the activation pattern during a typical day might
look like. This image is coupled with a musical composition inspired by the frequencies that have been associated with each brain network. Our work aims to mimic the
dynamics of our brain by combining musical composition
with the 3D image in a 3-minute video.

Andrey Kharitonov

Title of piece: Braingasmonomicon
Andrey Kharitonov is working with diverse media such
as painting, video installation, performance, writing,
soundart. He has taken part in exhibitions and collective
projects in Russia, Latvia, Germany, France. He is a member of the art-group “Indiscreet Jewels”. Lives in Berlin.
This video installation is inspired by Verses on the
Unknown Soldier by Osip Mandelstam. The mixed
fragments of it that retains the extreme intensity in the “
fluctuating traces of meaning” were recklessly fused in
the video performance with the “phenomenon” of Autonomous sensory meridian response (ASMR), or “braingasm”. There is no objective scientific data about somatic
manifestations or stimuli that provoking this reaction.
This kind of peculiar and uncommon sensibility emerges
due to germination of electively affinitive in the virtual
concoction of the collective Imaginary. The autonomous

material apparition this «unnamed feeling» and the only
way of its dissemination is the role-playing videos in YouTube and other web resources. There is no opportunity
to detect and localise braingasm, there is no brain for it.
The aspiration to unrealizable conjunction of the incongruous can be ultimately caused by the concatenation of
ingenuous creativity with the inevitable failure. Braingasmic glimmerings increases the small perturbations in
mim(et)ic circuits, at various levels of their manifestation,
marking out creases of convergence that permeates
bodies, web space, theoretical and artificial objects and
something related to art. The inexhaustible capacity of
uncertain and shortage of substantiality arouses “braingasm”. The lateral acumen of an unpremeditated insight
is a result of an incitement of the serendipitous abduction
which revealing in the impurity of mutually alien.

Christian Ebner, PhD student in neuroscience,
Charité & HU Berlin

This collection aims to highlight the aesthetics of neuronal branching as a hallmark of network formation,
focusing mostly on dendritic morphology. Artwork includes edited microscopy images of stained neurons both
from brain slices and cell cultures, digital paintings and
illuminated sculptures. The pieces are set out to express
that beautiful things can be results of highly optimized
processes – the brain appears to be wired in such a way

that it keeps a fine balance between transmission speed
and resource cost. A focus is put on pyramidal cells – the
main drivers of activity in the neocortex and other brain
areas. Their broadly branching dendrites allow them to
receive, integrate and compute widespread information,
often across multiple layers of cells and fibers. This role is
reflected in their iconic tree-like morphology.

Drew Cooper

This piece is an exploration of the geometric visual
hallucinations experienced during psychedelic trips and
related psychophysical phenomena. Mechanistically,
visual hallucinations are thought to result from complex
inhibitory signaling in the visual cortex, which ultimately generates endogenous geometric form constants.
These “core” hallucinations, when interpreted by higher
order cognitive processes, produce the kinds of complex

visual hallucinations associated with the psychedelic
compounds LSD, Psilocybin, Mescaline, and DMT. My
neuroscientific research concerns the mechanisms of
visual perception and hallucination as it relates to schizophrenia, so this project seemed to be a fitting extension
of my work into art. Where in the lab I create structures
to inspire hallucinations, here I create the hallucination
itself.

Mateusz Mateusz C. Ambrozkiewicz, PhD

Artwork title: FRAIL
Methods/materials/dimensions:
Presented images of the FRAIL project are the effect of
my work as a neuroscientist. I have been studying neuronal morphology in relation to major developmental brain
disorders, such as intellectual disability and autism spectrum disorder. All of the images are microscopy pictures
of neurons, modified for the purpose of presentation and
are the result of gene manipulation techniques, such as
primary cortical cultures or in utero electroporation, an in
vivo surgical method to introduce DNA into the developing neuronal stem cells. Each image contains an aspect
of disturbance or a defect, that constitutes a cellular underpinning of a human neurodevelopmental disease. The
illustrations are an effect of published scientific works.
This art project consists of a series of images that contain

reconstructions or raw images of cortical neurons derived
either from an artificial in vitro culture, or an intact mouse
brain. I find neuronal morphology mesmerizing and somewhat intimidating, as it allows for proper brain function, a
system so complicated and intricate, that we as scientists fail to fully understand. Each illustration contains a
morbid or defective element, so that unaffected “normal”
neurons are intertwined with diseased nerve cells, coming from either a mouse model of intellectual disability or
autism spectrum disorder. For a lay viewer, all these might
seem appealing, decorative and appropriate for e.g. an
interior design purposes, yet the morbid aspect of these
poses an element of surprise, hesitation and reflection.
I think this project offers a deep insight into the work of
a neuroscientist, explains the concept of developmental
diseases and attracts people to promote discussions and
thought.

Áine Kavanagh

The space or room in which you are reading this; what
if everyone was suddenly feel a bit more tense, a bit
more anxious, a bit more stressed? How would the room
change? Would it get quieter? Louder? Would people
move slower, faster? And what routes would they take
through the space? Over time, would things like the
placement of furniture change, the particular accumulations of dirt, the types of rubbish falling into the bins?
Would people dress differently?
The concept of a ‘fear landscape’ is the idea that when
a community is under some kind of stress the landscape
of the entire local environment changes. Under stress, a
community will eat differently, move differently, create
differently, make relationships differently and view the
world differently. The term ‘fear landscape’ comes from
the field of eco-neurology, specifically from studies in
the 1990’s of moose in Yellowstone National Park in the
United States. Ecologists were surprised to notice that
when wolves were reintroduced to the park, the impact
this had on the moose was much more than just through
direct predation.

The moose were changing their entire lifestyles. They
were eating in different areas and eating starchier plants
rather than protein-rich roots. There was a large drop
in the population not just because of direct predation,
but simply because the moose were having less sex. The
ecologists observed how everything from the growth
patterns of trees to the route of rivers changed.
In this project I wanted to expand comparisons I have
always found myself making between the fear-based behaviours of the moose and young people in contemporary
Western society, with our very own ‘wolves’ being the
existential threats of late capitalism and climate change.
The five shirts each represent five impacts fear can have on how we create, how we eat, how we perceive, how we
are intimate with one another and how we move.
Medium:
I chose white cotton shirts produced by five of the
biggest ‘fast fashion’ companies, bought second hand or
on sale as representative of a consumer behaviour I have
personally adapted in response to fear around climate
change and overconsumption. The colours used in the
threads are inspired by infrared thermoimaging camera
footage - observation techniques designed to reveal what
is not always obvious otherwise.

Kanos

Klack klack klack can you hear me? If you look at yourself
from the inside, what would you see? I am as powerful as
you believe me to be. If we create more and more precise
images of the inside of our heads, do they reflect experiences we have of our thoughts, feelings and desires?
What do we really see when we look at the pictures of
our brain?
During my brain surgery my doctors did an amazing job
at removing a dangerous knot of blood vessels from my
brain. But they were not able to tell me if this knot was
responsible for abnormal mental experiences that I have
had before. Nor if there was a connection between my
surgery and the epileptic fit I experienced after. They cannot tell me whether my medication is effective or worth
the side effects. In the past few years, I’ve had many MRI
scans taken of my brain and these experiences were the

starting point for this installation; the 20 minutes in the
tube with its extremely strong magnetic field have always
been a strange moment of introspection for me. Lying
alone looking through a mirror at the technicians outside operating the machine. In the installation, a similar
experience is created for the spectator who enters the
hanging kaleidoscope tube. They are alone, looking at
reflections of the projection. As our brain is made up of
seemingly infinite numbers of neurons connected to each
other, images are reflected in the mirrors infinitely.
The artwork raises the issue of the dichotomy between
the natural and the technological. Can neuroscience and
technologies like the MRI help us to grasp our consciousness beyond identifying regions in the brain? Or is there
a different path, one that starts with introspection and
meditation and if so, how can we walk it?

Klemens Sitzmann

Landscapes of the Post-Human. Klemens Sitzmann is an
architect and designer born in Italy and residing in Berlin.
His artistic work specu- lates into the time after the
Anthropocene and how the world will be structured in
the deep future. The last decade has seen a crescendo in
discourses of the Anthropocene, according to which the
earth has entered an era in which the planet’s biosphere
is most influenced by human activity. Amid prognoses
of “disaster capitalism,” the onset of climate genocide
and the rise of artificial intelligence, my work documents
the movement of the critical imagination beyond landscapes of the Anthropocene to their logical culmination
in a Post-Human era. Without endorsing or surrendering
to the economic and political forces that have made
the Post-Anthropocenic era imaginable, the images are
projections of terra- formation, intricate topographies of
a future without humans. If terrain is created by algo-

rithms and self- perpetuating machines, what kinds of
landscapes will emerge? How will they shape the future
surface of the planet?
Landscapes of the Posthuman renders in its abstraction a
particular reading of urban landscapes, almost star- tling
in its cold, spatial geometries; it is a terrain that aims to
trigger in the spectator a vision based on our memories
and experiences with real landscapes, despite the alienating effects its unfamiliar, dissonant, machinic geometry
may cause. Lacking any anchoring point of orientation,
these terrains are open to interpretation according to
any scale. It is through this ambiguity that they may be
imbued with the life they seem to lack on the surface,
through the animating perceptions of the [still existing]
spectator.
instagram.com/klmns_stzmnn

Sara Simula

Schizophrenia is a chronic disease affecting approximately
1% of world population. Compared to other psychological
disorders, it has a much higher heritability and one of the
most complex genetic underpinnings. Despite how much
we know about schizophrenia, there is no cure. Instead, we
work to treat the disease on a symptom level - using symptom specific drugs (e.g. antipsychotics or antidepressants)
which have only temporary efficacy and commonly lead to
serious side effects.
Schizophrenia is a chronic disease, but only in the regions
of the world in which the practice of psychiatry reigns. In
Africa and in India, an impressive percentage of patients
present a partial or full remission of symptoms.

We must ask, then, what could we gain from incorporating
these alternative perspectives of schizophrenia into our
own?
In order to raise more awareness on this issue, regarding
the very heart of psychiatry and clinical neuroscience, I am
presenting to you three different “portraits” of people from
Europe, India and Japan. At the base of each “portrait” rests
our body, a soul (mind?) which is, at the end, simply human.
And here you can find my last question: are we- humansall, at the end, the same?

Taylor Smith, in Collaboration with Nora Assendorp,
Maria Joana Pinto, PhD. and Patrick Torbey, PhD.

Ondes was born through a collaboration between Taylor
Smith, (the artist), Nora Assendorp and Maria Joana
Pinto (two molecular neuroscientists), Patrick Torbey (a
molecular biologist) and J Henry Fair (environmentalist
and photographer.
Within the two-dimensional space of this large-scale,
mixed-media painting lies a superposition of several images: a microscopic image of neurons recorded by Maria,
a macroscopic image of bioluminescent bacteria painted
by Taylor and photographed by Patrick, an aerial photograph of an American landscape destroyed by aluminum
refining taken by J Henry Fair, and finally Taylor’s own
personal images of natural patterns (the veins of tropical
leaves, bark patterns…). Combined, the composition reveals the affinities between (natural) morphogenetic and
(human) destructive processes.

The first layer of Ondes was created using a nineteenth
century photographic process called the cyanotype,
which requires water, oxygen and sunlight to print. The
colors used in the painting repeat in many of Taylor’s
works and, for her, reference the colors of the four elements of the Earth. Finally, the title was chosen for many
reasons. Signifying “waves” in English, “ondes” is a word
that allows for many interpretations in both French and
English: it can reference the wave forms and creases of
the canvas material, those produced as a two-dimensional illusion through painting, and even the vibrations and
sound waves we can imagine being emitted by synapses
themselves. French philosopher Georges Didi-Huberman
also defines “onde” broadly as “spacing, form

Virgilio Vogels

Virgilio Vogels is a 21 years old artist, working and living in
Berlin. He studies psychology since last year and includes
his subject of studies into his artworks.
In the works “Rem-On” & “Rem-Off” the artist created
two different “dream spaces” and characterized RemOn and Rem-Off neurons. These two types of neurons
are involved in a particular way in the regulation of the
Rem-Sleep-phase. This phase is also known as the dream-

sleep-phase. Virgilio Vogel`s first year in Berlin was
“pretty wild” and “abstract”. He was not sure taking the
right decision by studying psychology and also had a lot
of struggles with finding himself, experiencing love, and
living alone for the first time.
This may be a reason for his new artworks diving into
abstractness. These personal issues ended up in Insomnia
which in turn gave the inspiration for his displayed works.

Theresa Gast
Berlin, Medical Neuroscience Charité
Rhythm of Scents:
Have you ever wondered about how certain scents in your environment can affect your mood?
Some sorts of fragrances can bring you immediate joy or get
you stuck in mourning for a little while since you’ve built up
connections to your memory in the subconscious mind which get
reactivated easily. Not only the powers of recall are fascinating
but also the intrinsic biological alarm system which protects us of
dangerous substances.
What happens in the brain if such scents running through your
nostrils?
Our brain is constantly processing information coming from
different types of stimuli. In a world full of predominant visual and
auditory information, I want to bring attention back to our sense
of smell.

The piece displays the effect of certain essential oils like rose,
sandalwood, peppermint and lavender on the female cerebral cortex and its α-(alpha 8-13Hz) and β-(beta 13-50Hz) wave activity
captured by standardized 10/20 EEG with eyes closed. During the
α-waveform the subject is conscious, quiet and at rest, whereas
during the β-waveform the subject is alert or excited and ready to
react to the external stimulus.
The relation of α- and β- wave activity indicates levels of excitement and stress or relaxation.
Small LED lights are arranged in a certain sequence to indicate
the experience of stress or relief. The flash frequency as well as
number of lights display the intensity of the respective brain wave
activity.
Close your eyes and immerse in the deep world of fragrances.

